filter is suggested for continuous-time systems, combining the Kalman filter with the receding horizon strategy. In the suggested filter, the horizon initial state is assumed to be unknown. It can always be obtained irrespective of unknown information on the horizon initial state. The filter may be the first stochastic FIR form for continuous-time systems that may have many good inherent properties. The suggested filter can be represented in an iterative form and also in a standard FIR form. The suggested filter turns out to be a remarkable deadbeat observer. The validity of the suggested filter is illustrated by numerical examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
The finite-impulse response (FIR) filter utilizes finite measurements over the most recent time interval. It has been a general rule of thumb that the FIR filter is often more robust against numerical errors than the infinite-impulse response (IIR) filter, which utilizes all measurements on the infinite interval. In recent years, FIR filter designs that meet desired specifications in the frequency or spatial domain have been investigated widely and are now well established in signal processing areas [1] , [2] . However, stochastic FIR filter designs that deal with an estimation of some desired variables of a dynamic system from available information have drawn little attention in signal processing and control areas.
Recently, Kwon et al. have suggested optimal FIR filters for state estimation in stochastic continuous-time systems [3] , [4] . It is known that the optimal FIR filter provides several advantages over existing optimal filters such as the Kalman filter [5] , which has an IIR structure. Since the optimal FIR filter utilizes only measurements on the most recent time interval, this filter is known to be often robust against temporary modeling uncertainties that may cause a divergence phenomenon in the case of the IIR filter [6] - [8] . In addition, due to the FIR structure, this filter is more robust against numerical errors. Thus, the optimal FIR filtering approach has been applied successfully in some engineering problems [9] .
However, general readers might find it hard to understand the derivation of complicated filter equations since the optimal FIR filter is obtained from a Fredhelm integral equation with some complex boundary indices. This limitation seriously curtails widespread practical use. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce an alternative, easy approach to obtaining the optimal FIR filter. An effective approach would be to obtain the optimal FIR filter by a modification of the Kalman filter, since the Kalman filter algorithm is well known and easy to understand in many engineering problems. In addition, existing optimal FIR filters [3] , [4] for systems without external inputs and thus cannot be utilized in feedback control problems. Therefore, it is necessary to extend the derivation to systems with control inputs if we intend to use optimal FIR filters in feedback control problems. For discrete time-invariant systems, an FIR filter, called the receding horizon Kalman FIR (RHKF) filter, was developed recently by combining the well-known Kalman filter with the receding horizon strategy [10] . This receding horizon strategy has already been extensively adopted in many control problems [11] , [12] . Since continuous-time systems are quite often used for practical applications in most dynamic process plants, RHKF filters for continuous timevarying or time-invariant systems are also very necessary.
To determine the RHKF filter for the state x(t), measurement information on the horizon [t 0 T ; t] is utilized, together with information about the state at the starting point t 0 T . This state, at time t 0 T , will be called the horizon initial state with respect to the horizon [t 0T; t]. In the RHKF filter, past measurements outside the horizon are discarded and it is assumed that the horizon initial state is unknown and thus can be anything at all. It follows from this fact that the horizon initial state must have an arbitrary mean and an infinite covariance. There are several reasons why this assumption about the horizon initial state must be taken. First, for state estimation problems, a state is considered to be not measurable and thus unknown. Since the initial state is also a state, it is logical to assume that the horizon initial state is also not measurable and thus unknown. Second, a priori information is hard to obtain in some situations where the system is changing abruptly or not asymptotically stable. Third, an infinite covariance of the horizon initial state can be considered as a tool to obtain an FIR structure and deadbeat observer, which will be explained later. However, an infinite covariance will not be easy to handle. For initial state with large, but not infinite, covariance, an information form of the Kalman filter has been introduced [13] and utilizes inverse matrix forms. For an infinite covariance, inverse matrix becomes singular and the filter then may not be defined. In this note, the RHKF filter is obtained by modifying an information form of the Kalman filter. The suggested filter can handle singularity problems caused by the infinite covariance of the horizon initial state, and can also handle external control inputs.
The RHKF filter will be first presented in an iterative form and then in a standard FIR form similar to existing optimal FIR filters [3] , [4] . The standard FIR form of the RHKF filter provides simpler algorithms for filter gains than existing optimal FIR filters in this note. It is shown that the suggested filter becomes a remarkable deadbeat observer when applied to noise-free systems and an unbiased estimator irrespective of any horizon initial state condition.
This note is organized as follows. In Section II, the RHKF filter in an iterative form is suggested. In Section III, the RHKF filter is represented in a standard FIR form. In Section IV, the deadbeat property and the unbiasedness property of the RHKF filter are shown. In Section V, numerical examples are implemented. Finally, conclusions are in Section VI.
II. RHKF FILTER WITH UNKNOWN HORIZON INITIAL STATE
Consider a linear continuous time-varying state-space model with control input
(1)
0018-9286/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE where x(t) 2 IR n is the state, u(t) 2 IR l and y(t) 2 IR q are the input and the measurement, respectively. The initial state x(t0) is a random variable with a mean x(t 0 ) and a covariance P (t 0 ). The system noise w(t) 2 IR p and the measurement noise v(t) 2 IR q are zero-mean white Gaussian and mutually uncorrelated. These noises are uncorrelated with the initial state x(t0). The covariances of w(t); v(t) are denoted by Q(t); R(t), respectively, and assumed to satisfy 1 I Q(t) 2 I; 3 I R(t) 4 I where 1 ; 2 ; 3 , and 4 are positive constants.
The concept of uniformly complete observability is necessary in this note and given in [14] as follows. The pair fA(t); C(t)g is said to be uniformly completely observable if some o > 0 exists such that the condition 5I M(t; t + o) 6I, for positive constants 5 ; 6 and all t, is satisfied where the observability matrix M(t; t + o ) is defined by M(t 0 ; t 1 ) = t t 9 T (t; t 0 )C T (t)C(t)9(t;t 0 )dt 9(t; t0) is the state transition matrix for A(t).
It is well known that the following Kalman filtering algorithm provides a minimum variance state estimatex(t) of the system state x(t) with control input [5] :
_ P (t) = A(t)P (t) + P (t)A T + G(t)Q(t)G T (t) 0 P (t)C T (t)R 01 (t)C(t)P(t)
wherex(t 0 ) = x(t 0 ), and P (t) is the estimation error covariance with the initial value P (t 0 ).
When the covariance of the initial state is very large but not infinite, one usually uses an information filter form [13] . We can define S(t) 1 = P 01 (t) if P (t) is nonsingular. Then, the estimation error covariance (4) can be rewritten as
_ S(t) = 0S(t)A(t) 0 A T (t)S(t) 0 S(t)G(t)Q(t)G T (t)S(t) + C T (t)R 01 (t)C(t)
where S(t 0 ) = P 01 (t 0 ). Thus, the information form of the Kalman filter (3) can be written as
The filter algorithm (5) uses all measurements starting from the initial time t 0 to provide the state estimate for the present time t.
We now introduce the receding horizon strategy to the above filter (5). The RHKF filter at the present time t uses only measurements on the finite horizon [t 0 T; t] and discards past measurements outside the horizon. The present time t is considered as reference time in the receding horizon strategy. We will call the state x(t 0 T ) on the horizon [t 0 T; t] the horizon initial state. The filter at the time on the horizon t 0 T t will be denoted byx(jt). Here, time index t inx(jt) indicates that the filter at time is obtained with respect to time t. Likewise, the estimation error covariance at time on the horizon t 0 T t will be denoted by S(jt). As mentioned previously, the horizon initial state x(t 0 T jt) is assumed to be unknown. It follows from this that the horizon initial state must have an arbitrary mean and an infinite covariance. In this case, S(t 0 T jt) = 0. We rederive the filter (5) at the present time t from the horizon initial time t0T under the unknown horizon initial state.
The filter (5) on the horizon [t 0 T; t] then becomes
where the horizon initial conditionx(jt)j =t0T =x(t 0 T jt) is anything at all and
with the horizon initial condition S(t 0Tjt) = P 01 (t0Tjt) = 0. It is noted thatx(jt) for < t is an intermediate variable to computê x(tjt) and cannot be used as a real estimate. Onlyx(tjt) is the real estimate of x(t).
In continuous time-varying systems, it is known that the nonsingularity of S(jt) is guaranteed by uniformly complete observability of the system [4] , [11] . That is, S(jt) of (7) becomes the positive definite matrix for all t 0 T + o if fA(t);C(t)g is uniformly completely observable. In the filter (6), we can thus note that S(jt) may be singular on the interval t 0 T < t 0 T + o with S(t 0 T jt) = 0. In this case, S 01 (jt) cannot be defined and thus the filter (6) cannot be defined on this interval. This means that the information form (6) of the Kalman filter cannot handle the infinite covariance of the horizon initial state. We can avoid this problem by defining
Differentiating both sides of (8), the new filter is defined as the following iterative form:
) with the horizon initial condition(jt)j =t0T = S(t 0 T jt)x(t 0 T jt) = 0. Since the inversion of matrix S(jt) disappears in (9), the singularity problem does not occur. Then, in the following theorem, the RHKF filter is derived from (9) and can always be defined irrespective of the singularity, whereas the filter (6) cannot.
Theorem 1:
Assume that fA(t); C(t)g is uniformly completely observable. When the horizon initial state x(t 0 T jt) is assumed to be unknown, the RHKF filterx(tjt) for continuous time-varying systems is given for any T o aŝ x(tjt) = S 01 (tjt)(tjt) (10) where S(tjt) is obtained from (7) and(tjt) from (9) , and the horizon initial condition is(jt)j =t0T =(t 0 T jt) = 0.
Let us summarize the procedure for the suggested filtering algorithm. Estimates(jt) are obtained from (9) on the horizon [t0T; t] starting from t 0 T . After the estimate(tjt) is obtained, multiply S 01 (tjt) at the present time t. It is noted here that the horizon length T should take any finite value larger than or equal to o so that S(tjt) is nonsingular. Then, at the present time t;x(tjt) is determined by (10) . At the next time, the overall procedure is repeated. Fig. 1 conceptually represents the suggested filter. Although time-varying systems are often used in many areas such as detecting, tracking, and guidance in the aerospace industry, timeinvariant systems are also used because of their simplicity. We It is noted that S(T ) > 0 for any T > 0. Then, the RHKF filter for time-invariant systems can be derived as the following corollary.
Corollary 1:
Assume that fA; Cg is completely observable. When the horizon initial state x(t 0 T jt) is assumed to be unknown, the RHKF filterx(tjt) for continuous time-invariant systems is given for any T > 0 asx (tjt) = S 01 (T)(tjt) (12) where S(T ) is obtained from (11) (13) and the horizon initial condition is(jt)j =t0T =(t 0 T jt) = 0.
The suggested RHKF filter provides several advantages. It is easy to understand since it comes from a modification of the well-known Kalman filter algorithm. The suggested filter can always be defined irrespective of the infinite covariance of the horizon initial state. Since the suggested filter deals with stochastic systems with control input, it is possible to apply this filter to problems of feedback control. Since it utilizes only measurements on the most recent horizon, we can also expect that the suggested filter is robust against temporary modeling uncertainties and against numerical errors that can cause a divergence phenomenon in the standard Kalman filter.
So far, the RHKF filter with an iterative form has been suggested. In the following section, a standard FIR form of the suggested filter will be derived.
III. STANDARD FIR FORM OF THE RHKF FILTER
The RHKF filter (10) is an iterative form with the zero initial condition(t 0 T jt) = 0. It is actually an FIR structure and thus can be represented in a standard FIR form that is similar to existing optimal FIR filters [3] , [4] .
Define a transition matrix as @ @s (14) where 8(; ) = I and S(sjt) is obtained from (7) . It is noted that 8(s; ) in (14) is a function of t since s varies on the interval (15) Since S(tjt) > 0, multiplying both sides of (15) by S 01 (tjt) and defining filter gains H(t; ); Hu(t; ) as H(t; ) = S 01 (tjt)8(t;)C T ()R 01 () (16) H u (t; ) = S 01 (tjt)8(t;)S(jt)B() (14) and (19).
8(s; ) =0[A T (s) + S(sjt)G(s)Q(s)G T (s)]8(s; ); t 0 T s t

Corollary 2:
Assume that fA; Cg is completely observable. When the horizon initial state x(t 0 T jt) is unknown, the RHKF filterx(tjt) for continuous time-invariant systems can be represented in a standard FIR form (23) for any T > 0. The standard FIR form of the suggested filter differs in several respects from existing optimal FIR filters [3] , [4] . In the first instance, it contains external control inputs. Moreover, since the suggested RHKF filter is derived from the Kalman filter, its standard FIR form provides simpler algorithms for obtaining filter gains (16) , (17) or (21), (22) than existing ones. Thus, the computational burden of the suggested filter is reduced in comparison to existing optimal FIR filters.
In the suggested RHKF filtering algorithms (10), (12), (18), and (23), the horizon length T is an important design parameter. It is noted that a small T generates a large value of S 01 (tjt) or S 01 (T) and thus a high filter gain. This high filter gain may not be good for robustness. Therefore, a shorter interval does not imply the robustness and thus a small T had better be avoided for the robustness. However, it can be also mentioned that the high filter gain obtained by the smaller T is often good, but not necessary always, for the small error necessary for the performance. Therefore, there could be some tradeoff between the robustness and the filtering performance. It is also noted that the suggested filters are not defined on the first interval [t 0 ; t 0 + T ) since information on u(t) and y(t) is not available on the first whole interval. Thus, during this interval, either another filter such as the Kalman filter can be used or no estimation is tried.
IV. PROPERTIES OF THE RHKF FILTER
In this section, it will be shown that the RHKF filter has the deadbeat property and the unbiasedness property.
In the following theorem, it will be shown that the RHKF filter becomes a remarkable deadbeat observer when applied to noise-free systems. That is, the suggested filter provides the exact state when there is actually no noise in the system, although the filter is obtained with nonzero state and measurement noise covariances.
Theorem 3:
Assume that fA(t); C(t)g is uniformly completely observable. Then RHKF filters (10) and (18) It is noted that the deadbeat property is obtained with any T > 0 for time-invariant systems. This deadbeat property indicates the finite convergence time and the fast tracking ability of the RHKF filter. Thus, we can expect that the suggested filter would be appropriate for quick estimation and detection of signals with unknown times of occurrence, which arise in many areas such as fault detection and diagnosis of various systems, maneuver detection and target tracking of flying objects, etc. It is noted that the suggested RHKF filter can be used as a very special deadbeat observer for noise-free systems (24) and (25). In this case, it is believed that this deadbeat observer is more robust against noises than existing ones [15] , [16] .
In the following theorem, it is shown that the RHKF filter for timevarying systems with unknown horizon initial state is an unbiased estimator irrespective of any horizon initial state condition.
Theorem 4:
Assume that fA(t); C(t)g is uniformly completely observable. Then RHKF filters (10) and (18) for continuous timevarying systems are unbiased for any T o for any horizon initial state conditionx(t 0 T jt).
Proof: Actually, the proof is obtained directly from the holds for = t 0 T irrespective ofx(t 0 T jt) and x(t 0 T jt).
Use the fact that w() and v() are zero-mean white Gaussian.
] holds for some , using the Theorem 3
holds for all on the horizon [t 0 T; t]. Since S(tjt) > 0 at the present time t, the following is true:
This completes the proof. It is noted that the unbiasedness property is obtained with any T > 0 for time-invariant systems. 
where (t) is an uncertain model parameter. The system noise covariance Q(t) is 0:01 2 and the measurement noise covariance R(t)
is 0:01 2 .
As mentioned previously, the suggested filter is robust against temporary modeling uncertainties since it utilizes only measurements on the most recent horizon. To illustrate this fact, the suggested filter and the Kalman filter (5) are compared when a system has temporary modeling uncertainty given by (t) = 1 on the interval 15 s t 25 s. The horizon length of the RHKF filter is taken as T = 0:4 s. Fig. 3 compares the robustness of two filters given temporary modeling uncertainty for the second state related to turbine temperature. This figure shows that the estimation error of the suggested filter is significantly smaller than that of the Kalman filter on the interval where modeling uncertainty exists. In addition, it is shown that the convergence of estimation error is much faster than that of the Kalman filter after the temporary modeling uncertainty disappears. Therefore, it can be seen that the suggested RHKF filter is more robust than the Kalman filter when applied to systems with model parameter uncertainty.
VI. CONCLUSION
The RHKF filter is suggested when the horizon initial state is assumed to be unknown for either continuous time-varying or timeinvariant systems. Some contributions of this work can be briefly summarized as follows. The derivation of the suggested filter is easier to understand than previous results of [3] and [4] since it comes from a modification of the well known Kalman filter. The iterative form of the suggested filter can always be obtained irrespective of singularity problems caused by unknown information about the horizon initial state. The suggested filter includes a control input term and thus can be applied to feedback control problems. It has been shown that the suggested filter can be represented in a standard FIR form. The standard FIR form of the RHKF filter provides simpler algorithms for filter gains than existing optimal FIR filters. As a byproduct, we obtain a remarkable deadbeat observer.
From these contributions, we can expect that the suggested RHKF filter will be used widely in many engineering problems such as fault detection and diagnosis of various systems, maneuver detection, and target tracking of flying objects, etc. It is also expected that the suggested RHKF filter may be used as an alternative of the standard Kalman filter, which is of an IIR form and may lack the robustness against temporary modeling errors and numerical errors in some cases.
